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 It has a simple interface, with plenty of ways to control the beat - Tracks, BPM, Cue Points, Cue Sheets. - Controllers: You can
control Mixer from your computer, or from a USB Dancemat (sold seperately). You can also use the DJ deck, your turntables or

your CDJ to play music. - 6 Audio Tracks: When you have any music file on your computer, you can instantly play it through
VirtualDJ. You can also choose to add a second track, so you can set it to play along with the first track, and switch between
them. - 2 Video Tracks: VirtualDJ can display Video in two ways - on top of the music or on top of the DJ. This is useful if
you're mixing for a TV screen, for example, or if you have a large screen, like a projector. You can also switch between the

video & music, and do all the other mixing options. - Tricks: VirtualDJ has an extensive selection of features, that allow you to
do cool things like mix several tracks at once, mix between two or more of your computer's tracks, manipulate the playback

speed of the track, control the audio levels, etc. - Over 100 special effects: The DJ section has over 100 special effects. You can
easily mix between tracks, and do things like make your tracks fade in & out, make them grow & shrink, add effects to them,

fade between them, and so on. You can also get audio visual effects, like split screen & screen-off. The list goes on & on. -
Control Styles: When you work with music, you can set the way the DJ handles the music. - Mixer: You can mix from all 6
audio tracks at once. You can also mix from 2 video tracks. - Visualization: In addition to audio mixing, you can also mix
between your DJ Deck & your computer's video tracks, and even edit the video tracks to make them fade in & out or play

different sounds. - Full screen mixing: You can be working in the DJ area, and in full screen at the same time. - Audio Mixer:
You can also control the volume of your computer's audio tracks. - 1 Audio Track: You can have a special track for 82157476af
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